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MINUTES OF THE BLENDED MOBILITY

The blended mobility for students included in the project “Nonformal activities for inclusive groups
of students- NON4MAL 4 ALL” (Project No: 2016-1-RO01-KA201-024566) was held in Tartu, Estonia.
Participants from each partner organisation were present and altogether a group of 22 students and 11
teachers was enjoying the days together.
Duration of the mobility was 5 days and its main purpose was to practice different non formal activities
and get to know each other’s countries better. Before the mobility itself, 6 online meetings were organised
to allow the students to already get to know each other and prepare better for the meeting.

First day of the mobility
This day was focused on getting to know each other and learn a little more about each others’ countries.
Romanian team took care of the day, preparing and conducting different getting to know each other and
teambuilding exercises. Students were very excited and happy to meet each other.
A journalist from the local newspaper visited the meeting and later an article was published in “Tartu
Postimees”. The article (only in Estonian) and some photos can be found at
https://tartu.postimees.ee/4469291/tere-oelda-ja-sobraks-saada-voib-naeru-ja-naljaga

Second day of the mobility
Second day of the meeting was prepared and conducted by Hungarian team. Activities were focused on
creating a strong team and helping the students to feel more comfortable with each other. Lot of the
activities were very physical and showed how physical disability is not an issue to take part in different
nonformal methods.
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Third day of the mobility
This day was divided to two – in the morning Norwegian youngsters conducted activities that they
usually do with their peers in their school. Activities were mostly focused on getting to know each other
deeper, thus allowing students to feel more comfortable with each other.
In the afternoon Estonian students organised a photohunt in Tartu – a nonformal way of getting to know
the city a little bit better.

Fourth day of the mobility
On fourth day Estonian team organised an outdoor education day in the nature surrounding Tartu. The
group visited a nearby forest animal park and hiking trails, prepared their own lunch and learned about
Estonian nature in nonformal way.

Fifth day of the mobility
Last day of the mobility was organised by Turkish and Portugese partners. In the morning Turkish team
demonstrated how music and arts can be used when working with inclusive groups of students. All of the
mobility was evaluated by nonformal methods conducted by Portugese team.
Many of the methods used will surely find their way to the handbook developed by the project team.
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